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Good afternoon commissioner, I am sending this complaint on behalf of my non-English speaking mother inlaw. I, have been paying her electric bill for years, because she cannot afford the monthly bill. I, recently got
her on the 25% discount and it helps some, but not a whole lot. She resides on the Navajo Reservation and
about two years ago, they took the offices away from the Navajo Nation and placed meters that are able to
be read through electronic means. She is still billed for a meter reading, which l feel is not fair. Moreover,
she does not have the experience to pay online and using a telephone to pay. Therefore, l placed that
responsibility on myself to make sure she is receiving electricity. If they want to increase the bills, they need
to have their of6ces open for individuals who do not have the capabilities of communicating on the phone or
making payments online. This is a disadvantage to individuals who do not have the means to communicate
with staff who do not speak the same language. Moreover, the Navajo Nation is very rural and traveling to
make an APS payments are at times difficult. I, have made a formal complaint a couple of years ago directly
to APS, while I was residing in Phoenix, Az. and to date have not received anything in writing. There was a
kiosk set-up for payments, but that only lasted several months, before removing the kiosk machines. When
will their be relief for families and individuals who do not have the means to travel, pay online, and
communicate via phone? They have been taking jobs away from the Navajo people, by utilizing electronic
means. This is so not fair to the Navajo people. They are billed for metering the meters they placed only to
read through electronic means, state sales tax and she resides on the Navajo Nation transmission
adjustments, etc... What else will they be billed for? I, do not believe allowing them an increase is fair. They
are sitting at their desks calculating the bills month to month. Since, these electronic meters were placed, we
have seen an outrageous increase in the bill month to month. I, have the bill sent electronically and she is
still being billed for billing. How are they spending the money they are receiving from millions of people?
Please take consumer complaints seriously, Thank-you!
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